
On towards another place, A place both of them knew could be a bit more interesting. There
was a Resort that they thought would be interesting… to say the least. Knowing that it could be
dangerous and such, Their curiosity just peaked and took over their mind. So, They have got
the items and supplies in one of the towns and then would start to pedal with her bike all the

way towards the resort. The resort that piqued their own curiosity, Will now be visited by a duo…
a particular duo and an odd one at that!

That was where we left off last time~

Exhausted, That was what the duo were particularly are right now and it seems to be costing
time. They knew however? It was still far from the resort. Guess they somewhat know why they
are secluded yet still visible. However morale was still high, Well somewhat high but it was high
however they continue to ride their bike. Having stopped for yet the fourth time, They decided

that it was some good progress and started to get off their bikes and started to set a more
secretive tent for both Thea the Rubber Sylveon suit and Lucy the Blue Vixen to sleep. Both

started to feel sleepy and then slowly fell asleep as she would snore softly. They come from a
town that was their last stop to get supplies and things. Both are going to visit a certain Resort
that was in their interest for some time. From the picture it seems that the building is made out
of chocolate, But it is mostly a Chocolate brown wood color which made it a clever illusion that

the building was very much made out of chocolate. But something of was a somewhat weak and
small attempt of the model building to be modern which took both Thea and Lucy off guard fully.
And luckily? It wasn't the holiday season, where they state that it was quite packed. Either way?
It looks like it was popular which was more interesting since the duo actually just traveled from

quite the time. However… they wanted to find more information… Curiously but also more
worrisome on Thea's part… There were rumors that some News Reporters and even

investigators, Private ones were also trying to understand but some already have fallen down.
However, Thea was a rubber suit… and if Lucy was out? She would definitely fall for something

like maybe… manipulation, so they both agreed that Thea would actually be the one to enter
and ONLY Thea would explore. Lucy wouldn't be out at any moment at all. This was one of the

rarest times Lucy was brave and wanted to go to this resort which Thea was a bit worried about.
The name of the resort they were going to? Chocolate Vixen Resort.

One day passed and they did the same: Continue the bike riding, stop to get some food and
energy in, continue biking until night, sleep in the night, rinse and repeat. But at last after maybe
four days, they finally saw something. It was the afternoon, the perfect timing… too perfect and
coincidentally timing. As they were ready to rest and actually get some food before?... There it

was! In front of them, In a distance, there was the place the two were going! The Chocolate
Vixen Resort! Both of them were extremely happy to finally arrive at the resort and then started
to pedal towards the resort but then stopped. They would quickly have to switch from Lucy, to
now putting Thea on and her taking over now. Lucy wanted to view the place but not knowing
the deal they had between both her and Thea? That was not going to pass one bit, knowing

how she would be strict. While she was fully sentient and also having all the senses, the main
key thing is… she was more resistant when it comes to things. After all she was rubber and the
only thing that can mostly stop her is… well herself, thus they would train a good amount and



learn a lot about holding her own as Thea also would then nod. They started to walk towards the
place, slowly yet they felt a small calm presence. Once inside of the building, A strong scent of

chocolate would pervade any visitors’ nose and nostrils as the place was known for its most
unique forms of cocoa confections of any kind. The interior invoked a feeling of entering some
kind of strange combination of high-tech chocolate factory, which is both a bit creepy but yet it
was a creative look. The hotel was fused into one with the furnishings of a palace. It was hip, it

was clean, and there was nothing off about the resort.

Thea had quite the edge in retrospect, Despite having human-like senses- especially a vixen!
But she was mostly a calm and trickster-like person that usually doesn't do anything. The

squeaks can be heard as she walked all towards the front desk and remained calm. She was
always curious about many things, like the hotel itself or even the staff… which eerily was

increasing from time to time making them question the entire hotel. While walking towards the
front she started to notice something interesting, that there was a good amount of employment
when it comes to brown furred foxes but yet… it feels that that was all of them, Until there was

one in the phone that looked… different but she was then focused on the person that was
calling her. "You seemed to have spaced out dear, do you need attention?" The receptionist
called as Thea shook her head and smiled warmly as she finally spoke "One day and night

please…" she said a bit more deeper as the lady then nodded and took the note down, which to
say the least? Was not much. However the receptionist said "Alright that would be…" They

stated and would pay the amount that they had, while the Receptionist was finishing her things
and then nodded "Alright… And all settled! You will be in room 10, on the next floor since this is
reception." They said and gave them the key to their room, the key was hard chocolate made

yet felt like a real metal key. "have a wonderful stay at Chocolate Vixen Resort!... You'll want to
never go~ hehe next!'' She said as the other part was said low and teasingly, but The somewhat
heard it. She would not go to the elevators but instead she walked, and nearly tripped five times

because they were looking at the stairs to see if they did something suspicious. All they did is
look both a bit crazy or blinded, but for the most part nothing suspicious. Now? They needed to

find their room and after a bit of some wrong turns and passing it easy they finally got there.
How did they mess up this badly… Thea finally opened her door with the key and opened the

door, ever so carefully to see their room.

Once they opened the door and entered it? They see a very well furnished room, complete with
the best of the best things that a hotel wishes to get. However, Thea would lay in the bed and
would let out an audible sigh of relief and freshness. As she looked at the room now: the walls
look like it was made from chocolate, the furniture? Well a good amount is somewhat with the

chocolate theme wall, and the atmosphere? Chocolate related. It was almost like nothing
changed to the way the reception or even the entire building looked, meaning the chocolate

theme was consistent. This was somewhat of a shock for the two but they decided to relax, and
just calm down. Thea was still worried and yet remained the most calmed, Lucy was the

opposite of Thea right now. She would then see a phone, looking like a chocolate phone with
the keyboard being a piece of chocolate. She saw the list of services, then the food and drinks,
and then nothing else from the looks of it. She wanted to try something but... knowing how that
can be?... No roll on that any time soon, so chances of calling them were a no go at all. Thea



had nothing on them, Well- their bag and the bike but the bag was on Lucy and no chance Thea
will let her out… and the bike? Well they hid it somewhere knowing there could be no escape.

So they would be calm and careful for their next objective, which is exploring the hotel. However
that was a no go as the moment they stepped out? There was a camera filming everything that
was moving. So never mind that request and section… Now what? Simple, just stay up at night.
Why? Well thinking about it, Thea thought it wasn't too safe as well to sleep since anything can

happen. So… up at night they are… both Thea and Lucy… in a mysterious hotel, with a
mysterious feeling, and a mysterious environment

Seconds become minutes, minutes become hours, hours become days as such. They were up
the entire night and it was nothing off… but then there was some early cleaning that was

happening around the place, when it was very dark, maybe around two in the morning. The
weird part? It was muffled cleaning, meaning the walls were definitely patted to somehow nullify
the sound. To them this was odd, as they both agree cleaning happens more later, afternoon, or
even evening but not this early in the day but they would discard it… as she would slowly try to

fall asleep but then woke herself up and even slapped themselves with one of the ribbons to
actually be up. As the time of the night became denser? Well they might as well do something

but what? She looked around the drawers quietly and found nothing to distract them. They
would try to count to 100, but that made them a bit more tired so they stopped after 44. Their

boredom was understandable, and so is the uptight that they currently have as they would look
at the ceiling and just hope for the best to be up at the morning

The first rays of sun finally could be seen as Thea would look tiredly to the window and would tilt
her head a bit. She was relieved that nothing bad had happened but still couldn't trust

everything as they had to stay in their room and survive the day. That's of course if they can
survive the day, but even then they would need to be careful. As she would carefully start to get
up, stretched, and wanting to do something… there was a note that slid through the door. She
was both worried and now suspicious as she decided to ignore it but from the look? It seems

like something for help or anything… maybe she should… 'No- No!' Her mind said as she shook
her head as they would then get ready to leave but then there was the note… maybe it was a

warning? No matter the case, Thea would start to open the door before then having a chocolate
lady in front of them as Thea would jump "Gah!- please knock next time!" She shouted surprised
as the brown chocolate fur fox bowed and then said "Do excuse me miss… I just came here to
clean your room" she said politely as she just smiled and would start to clean the room as Thea
would be suspicious. Nevertheless? She would actually have a keen eye on the lady that was

cleaning the room.

Thea would be suspicious as the chocolate lady would then smirk while cleaning, and then
would say "Hehe… aren't you a beauty?... It would be a shame not to capture you…" she said

as then the chocolate lady turned around and then there were the doors also turning and before
they knew it… two more ladies would appear and actually be ready. Before then… some steps
finally arrived at the door, and what a coincidence… It was the lady in the reception: A beautiful
Chocolate Vixen, with quite the lovely body shape, a long hair, somewhat tall, and bright Yellow

eyes. She was a beauty alright, and she was now standing at the doorway as she would



chuckle "My my my… looks like the lost little Pokemon arrived at it's… incorrect place… don't
worry little one… you will be in a better place" they said to Thea as the somewhat tall Vixen

would nod at the three ladies. 'Well… this is a mess… let's hope this works' Thea said mentally
as she would then close her eyes and then open it as she would then use flash on everyone in
the room. Luckily for them? All of them were blinded by the bright white flash and started to try
and knock them out but two of them got the ribbon but the other two were knocked out. The tall
Chocolate Vixen and the other helper would be safe but… Thea used the other two ribbons to
actually knock them out and would actually be blocked. However, she had that ability… and

would launch herself at the helper and quickly use Hypnosis, and just put them to sleep
automatically… she would use the other type but no time. Now she had once again two rubber

ribbons but it was against the Chocolate Vixen.

"Who… are you?" Thea asked them as the Chocolate Vixen would chuckle mischievously. She
was smiling at them and then would smirk as she would then say "My name?... Hehe… I'll be
nice to my new Pokemon… my name is Mocha, the pleasure is mine~" she said teasingly as
she bowed, she still had the two ribbons and then Thea would launch and immediately try to
attack them but Mocha would then grab them and Thea also have them in a way as she then
snapped something in her head "You are now staring in my eyes~" Thea said softly and as
Mocha was now trying to get away or look away but the effect would be quick as her eyes

changes slowly "M-Most not… look…" Mocha said weakly as Thea continued "On the snap of
my rubbery finger, you will fall asleep… but on two claps by my rubbery hands… you shall wake
up new like nothing happened…" Thea said as Mocha was actually now looking at them before
then snapped her fingers and they were out. Knowing this could be trouble? They immediately
started to panic a bit. That's when they thought something a bit out of mind but also possibly

their saving grace. They would grab Mocha carefully and then would open the window of their
room, with a huge deep breath… and use their entire four ribbons… they would actually start to
climb down the room. Which good news was that there was only two floors. Little by little they

descended carefully knowing that one slipped up and they could be out for good as they
reached near less impact and would then let herself fall… perfect. Now they would start to get
up and quickly get towards their bike, ribbons holding Mocha and start to pedal away from the

Chocolate Vixen Resort.

That's when Lucy had an Idea and would muffle it… it was clever but it might be odd. Lucy
would finally have control which was great for her and started to take off Thea and carefully

started to put it on Mocha. She made sure to then snap her fingers but by the time Mocha would
start to wake up, she was being zipped up. As she finished zipping Thea on… now Mocha was

Thea's host as Lucy sighed "That… worked much better than expected…" she said as Thea
nodded but Mocha was struggling as much as possible "I agree Lucy… but Mocha here is quite
the rebel… like a misbehaving person? I don't know" Thea said as Mocha was trying to get out

but it was no use as they would let out a restless sigh. "We might need to put her in her own
suit~" Thea said teasingly as Lucy chuckled "Who knows my dear… but let's go shall we?" She
said as Thea nodded and started to walk towards the sunrise happening, which was lovely to
see. For now they need to be careful and just relax for the time being, as one of the goals was

finding someone to hold their now encased and captive Chocolate Vixen




